Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_automatic_login.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Web_API/Legacy_Features/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_automatic_login.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_bounces.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Web_API/Legacy_Features/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_bounces.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_event_notification.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Web_API/Legacy_Features/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_event_notification.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_invalid_emails.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Web_API/Legacy_Features/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_invalid_emails.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_monitor_outgoing_email.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Web_API/Legacy_Features/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_monitor_outgoing_email.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_parse_settings.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Web_API/Legacy_Features/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_parse_settings.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_spam_reports.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Web_API/Legacy_Features/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_spam_reports.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_statistics.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Web_API/Legacy_Features/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_statistics.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_unsubscribes.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Web_API/Legacy_Features/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_unsubscribes.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_monitor_outgoing_email.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Web_API/Legacy_Features/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_monitor_outgoing_email.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_statistics.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Web_API/Legacy_Features/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_statistics.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/index.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Web_API/Legacy_Features/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/index.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/invoice_retrieval.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Web_API/Legacy_Features/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/invoice_retrieval.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/ip_management.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Web_API/Legacy_Features/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/ip_management.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/monitor_records.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Web_API/Legacy_Features/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/monitor_records.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/parse_settings.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Web_API/Legacy_Features/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/parse_settings.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/pending_account_changes.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Web_API/Legacy_Features/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/pending_account_changes.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/view_available_packages.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Web_API/Legacy_Features/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/view_available_packages.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/whitelabel.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Web_API/Legacy_Features/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/whitelabel.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/v2_(deprecated)/billing_retrieving_as_you_go_usage.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Web_API/Legacy_Features/Reseller_API/v2_(deprecated)/billing_retrieving_as_you_go_usage.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/v2_(deprecated)/billing_retrieving_end_users_invoic
# forced a redirect file at /Apps/index.html - the following redirect wouldn't take
Redirect 301 /Apps/address_whitelisting.html https://sendgrid.com/docs/User_Guide/Settings/mail.html

# forced a redirect file at /Apps/bypass_list_management.html - the following redirect wouldn't take

#####
#
# /docs/Code_Examples - moved to User Guide - originally sendgrid.com/docs/Code_Examples
#
#####

#ios code is no more

# /docs/Code_Examples - moved to User Guide - originally sendgrid.com/docs/Code_Examples
#
#####

###
#
# /API_Reference/Web_API_v3/Template_Engine - redirects for Template Engine -> Transactional
# /User_Guide/Templates
#
###


###
#